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Chapter 181: Strongest support 

   Yaju Bieyuan, the decoration inside is antique. 

  The staff are also wearing elegant cyan floral cheongsams, matching the surrounding flowers and 

plants, and the small bridges and running water. 

  It has a lot of charm! 

   White suit trousers, khaki plaid trench coat, deep khaki casual high collar base. 

   Today, her dress is casual and comfortable. 

   "Qin Yu." She waved to him from a distance, and Ya Lan looked good. 

   "Hello, where is Tongtong?" Qin Yu was curious about where the bear child had gone. 

   "Sent to his grandfather, the child is too skinny." Yalan said with a smile. 

   "Boys are naughty when they are young. Just a few more fights." Qin Yu said with a smile. 

   Yalan saw that he was joking, and reached out to invite him into the private room of the wooden 

structure. 

   was sitting at the round table, and the folding door in the direction of the garden was pushed 

open, giving you a panoramic view. 

When    wine and dishes were on the table, Yalan chose a bottle of Moutai. 

   This makes Qin Yu look at her with admiration, and the women don't let the eyebrows be shaved! 

   "I haven't officially thanked you for what happened last time, I will do it first." Yalan held the wine 

glass with both hands, tilted her head slightly, and dried the wine in the glass with her hand and cheek. 

   "I'll be with you." Qin Yu frowned and drank it without frowning. 

   Yalan looked at him with a smile, and got up across the table to pour him a drink, "Is that how you 

can drink at a young age?" 

   "My drinking is natural." Qin Yu got up and handed the cup forward. 

   seated again, Ya Lan raised the cup and asked to open again. 

   "Yalan, if you are older than me, I will call you Sister Yalan, let's drink slowly, I will eat some food 

first." Qin Yu stopped with a wry smile. 

   He is not worried about himself. As a ‘hanging force’, Brother Yu never shows off. 

   Even if Yalan can drink, but drink like her is quick and fast, after a few cups, drunk comes up. 

   Under his persuasion, Yalan slowed down. 

   Looking at the young man opposite, he is very handsome. 



  Young, sunny, humble and polite, such boys must be very popular with girls. 

   "Do you have a girlfriend?" Yalan asked with a smile. 

   "Yes." Qin Yu readily admitted that he didn't believe the other party. 

   "It's nice to be young." Yalan murmured and touched her cheek with her hand, as if to wipe away 

the traces of time. 

   "Sister Yalan, you have to say this in front of the little girl, that's a real face slap." 

   "How do you say?" Ya Lan asked rhetorically, pretending to be curious. 

   "You seem to be in your twenties, in the reminiscence tone of an old lady, what is this not a face 

slap?" 

   Seeing her smiling from ear to ear, Qin Yu's heart was hot: "If you say you are the mother of a 

child, no one will believe it." 

   "Greasy mouth is slippery." Yalan glanced sideways at the corner of his eyes. 

   "I'm telling the truth." Qin Yu emphasized by looking at her seriously. 

   If Yalan doesn't say anything, who can tell from her appearance that she is 32 years old and the 

mother of a child. 

  Scan Analysis System: 

   Yalan: 

   Age: 32. 

   Height: 171cm. 

  Weight: 52kg. 

   Specialty: Like summer flowers, graceful and charming. 

   Yan value: 92-. 

   Body: 92-. 

   Mood value: 75-. 

   Favorability: 61↑. 

   Freshness: 87. 

   Belief value: 1. 

  Analysis of data: It is as gorgeous as summer flowers, and the heart is in the sun. 

   Yalan’s data is the most potential and dedicated of everyone he has ever met. 

   can effectively keep her figure, with feminine charm and temperament. 



   turned her heart toward the sun. 

   Although I don’t know what it means, the number of frictions with her may increase the sunlight 

value. 

   Don't say I've seen it before, Qin Yu hadn't even thought about it before. 

   There is the last, just confirm the relationship. 

   Standing with her can increase the temporary sunshine value by 2 points... 

   So, is she the brightest jewel in that crown? 

   "Mom~" Tongtong ran from the garden in the distance, followed by a man with white temples. 

   "Mr. Jiang?" Qin Yu stood up when he saw the visitor. 

   Look at Ya Lan, who is surprised, and Jiang Hongsheng, who is smiling and silent... What are they 

two? 

   "Dad!" Ya Lan said to Jiang Hongsheng, "Do you know Qin Yu?" 

   Yu Yu breathed a sigh of relief and said, "Fortunately, fortunately..." 

   "Haha, Mr. Qin, meet again." Jiang Hongsheng smiled heartily and held his hand. 

   "Mr. Jiang is good." Qin Yu looked behind him, "Didn't Xia come with you?" 

   "I asked her to receive Xu Hao, just your friend." Jiang Hongsheng said, pointing to the seat: "Sit, 

let's sit down and talk." 

   Anti-visitor-oriented, take the initiative in just a few words, it is worthy of being an old world! 

   "I haven't asked you yet." Jiang Hongsheng looked at his daughter and asked, "Why didn't you say 

that it was Mr. Qin who saved Tongtong." 

   "Didn't you also ask?" Yalan responded with a smile. 

   Father is always like this. He always likes to take the initiative and never let people lead by the 

nose. 

   Even if he is his biological daughter, he can't change this habit. 

   "Yes, I didn't ask either." Jiang Hongsheng smiled and nodded, "Mr. Qin and I met by chance. He is 

the owner of our top-floor mansion at Seaview One." 

   "The one with the swimming pool?" Yalan asked in surprise. 

   "Yes, it's that...Is it comfortable to live in?" The latter sentence was obviously asking Qin Yu. 

   "Very good, the community environment and property services are very good, that is your 

company?" Qin Yu is somewhat interested in Jiang Hongsheng's Lvheng Group. 

It should be said that he is interested in the cash flow in his hands. In the past few years, Luheng has 

been very high-profile and sold a lot of the company's properties and exchanged them for cash flow. 



   then repaid a lot of debts and reduced the company’s debt ratio to 50%. 

   Who in the industry does not know that Luheng now holds a large amount of cash, and just waits 

to see where it will fight in the future. 

   Qingpu is one, and it may develop to the northwest. 

   If Lvheng plans to develop an abandoned city in the future, Qin Yu must support it with both 

hands. 

   Although he is quite eloquent about the unsatisfactory performance of his hometown in recent 

years, it does not mean that Qin Yu does not want better development in his hometown. 

  Otherwise, how could he put "Lixin Investment" in the abandoned capital without too much 

trouble. 

   really just care about that policy? 

   Lixin is not an industrial company, so can the policy preference help it be as big as the economy of 

Zhili City? 

   Many people of the same age and Qin Yu share the same thoughts, joking, ‘the first line is not the 

first line, the second line is not the second line, and it loses the face of the ancient capital for thousands 

of years. ’ 

   In fact, they are all angry and want to see the moment when their hometown takes off. 

   Thousand-year ancient capital, glorious history, what's the difference? 

   In the past, Qin Yu thought it was all the problems of the local government. There were too many 

*****, which wasted a great situation. 

   Now, he has a different view. 

   Fortune, old-fashioned, and do not understand marketing. 

   arrogant, self-proclaimed, completely immersed in the superiority brought by the glorious history, 

unable to extricate himself. 

   opened his eyes without any understanding to look outside, the rapid development and 

tremendous changes in the world. 

   Take Qin Yu's own feelings, life in the abandoned city is too easy. 

   Whether it is business competition or people's satisfaction with their own environment  is too 

indisputable! 

   This is an era when you want to fight, but you may not be able to win even if you dare to fight. 

   And you are a big salted fish, the attitude of Buddhist life, how can you win your peers who get off 

work at four in the morning. 



   "Lvheng's investment in Northwest China is steady and steady, but I am personally optimistic 

about the future development of Fudu." 

   "A batch of worms from corpse-position vegetarian meals were knocked out in Yamen two years 

ago, and the environment is much better now." 

   Jiang Hongsheng felt very deeply about this. He had experienced the ‘difficult to enter the door,’ in 

the abandoned city in those years, but he was so angry that he waved away on the spot. 

  Had it not been for the dissuasion of the company's executives and the pressure from investors, he 

would have wanted to stop the entire project. 

   "Your company has also been established, what are you going to do?" Jiang Hongsheng's well-

informed voice made people wary. 

   He is so concerned about his own situation, what do you think? 

  "Mr. Jiang also pays attention to my small company. It has just been established, and even the 

office location has not been finalized!" Qin Yu said. 

   "Really?" Jiang Hongsheng glanced at his daughter and grandson, "How about letting someone 

make a space for you at the Luheng Commercial Building in Nanqu?" 

   "That couldn't be better." Nanqu Luheng is the most famous pure commercial building in the 

entire abandoned city. 

  Nanqu’s large companies and top 500 companies have settled in. Being able to work in it is a 

symbol of strength and face. 

Chapter 182: The character of a good man 

   Jiang Hongsheng called the secretary in person and asked him to finish the matter. 

   Half an hour later, he received another call back. 

   "The matter is done, is the 12-1,400 square meters in Building A enough?" Jiang Hongsheng meant 

that he could make more room for him. 

   No. 1~4 on the 12th floor are all vacant. They were used by the same company before. 

  A week ago, the other party suddenly stated that he wanted to withdraw the rent. 

   After learning about the situation, I learned that it was the boss who misappropriated public funds 

to fry New Zealand dollars, and found that the situation was not right and took my sister-in-law to run 

away. 

   "I heard that you made a lot of money on New Zealand coins!" Jiang Hongsheng's intentions are 

clear at a glance. 

   "Dad, Qin Yu, I will take Tongtong outside to play." Yalan's expression was a little unhappy, she 

didn't like her father's involvement of business and personal relationships. 



   Today is her hostess to thank Qin Yu for his life-saving grace to Tongtong. Jiang Hongsheng’s doing 

this is tantamount to putting her in a very embarrassing situation. 

   When Yalan took Tongtong to leave, Qin Yu's attitude was different from before: "The news of 

President Jiang is really well-informed." 

   "I have many friends in Liubu and the business community." Jiang Hongsheng still has this conceit. 

   "But there are also many enemies, just explain your intentions!" Qin Yu's attitude seemed very 

tough. 

   Jiang Hongsheng didn't care, "I just want to kindly remind you that some money is not so easy to 

take. If you have the ability, you can take it again. Don't be greedy if you don't have the ability. It's not 

good for you." 

   Seeing that he does not seem to be malicious, Qin Yu said indifferently: "Since I dare to take it, I 

am sure of course!" 

   "I know you have a relationship abroad, but the risk of the stock market comes from the point of 

view. No one dares to say that they must be sure." 

   Jiang Hongsheng paused for a while, and said, "I will tell you this for Tongtong's sake. What's the 

real accident? When the Li family investigates it, Li Xiao can't protect himself, let alone protect you!" 

   "I understand, President Jiang." Qin Yu's attitude also eased. 

   The other party is admonishing himself about the risks. If Qin Yu hadn't saved Tongtong, it would 

be difficult for anyone to make Jiang Hongsheng say such a thing. 

   Cooperating with a family like Li Xiao is undoubtedly looking for the skin of a tiger. 

   This can be seen from the situation of Li Xiao and others at home. 

  Qin Yu dared to do this because he had his confidence. 

   Jiang Hongsheng admits that no one can last in the stock market because he sees it from the eyes 

of ordinary people. 

  People, of course, make mistakes. 

   can hang force not. 

   seems to be jumping repeatedly on the verge of death, but in fact it is steady! 

   Jiang Hongsheng said everything that should and shouldn't be said. Seeing that Qin Yu is still full of 

confidence, he somewhat believes that he is really sure. 

  A good water person must drown in the water, and young people are arrogant. 

   "If you have any needs, come to me for Tongtong's sake." Jiang Hongsheng took out a business 

card and gave it to him, planning to leave. 



   "Mr. Jiang." Qin Yu put away his business card, "Someday if you want to invest, I will reserve a 

place for you." 

   Jiang Hongsheng was taken aback first, then shook his head and smiled and walked into the 

distance. 

   He appreciates Qin Yu's self-confidence, but it takes time to prove whether it is self-confidence or 

conceit in the end. 

   "Goodbye mom, goodbye brother." Tongtong and the two waved goodbye. 

   Watching the two leave the courtyard, Yalan took her seat again and said, "What did my dad say to 

you?" 

   "No matter what you say, don't listen to him talking nonsense." Yalan thought that her father was 

here to discuss business. 

   "I should thank Mr. Jiang. He gave me a lot of suggestions and warnings. If you are a friend, you 

may not tell him so thoroughly!" 

   Distinguishing right from wrong, good and bad, is the most basic quality of a person. 

   Regardless of whether it is needed or not, Jiang Hongsheng accepted his kindness. 

   "That's good." Yalan picked up the wine glass again, "Let's have another one." 

"Great." 

  …… 

   Qin Yu drank half of a bottle of wine, and Yalan drank the rest. 

   Looking at her appearance, except for her pink cheeks, she was not affected at all. 

   "Occasionally I have to go out to socialize. What if I don't drink too much!" Yalan said, holding her 

head with her hand, and swayed: "However, I did drink too much today." 

   "Then, did you take the driver?" Qin Yu stretched out his hand to support her arm, and the elegant 

fragrance entered his nose. 

   smells very good, not like perfume, but like natural body scent. 

   "No, I let the driver go back." Yalan looked at him with blurred eyes, "It's okay, I'll just take a taxi 

and go back." 

   "How can it work," Qin Yu thought for a while and said, "Where is your car?" 

  …… 

   In the parking lot, the two drivers who had just arrived looked at the Lamborghini in front of them. 

   Yalan drove a Mercedes-Benz S. Qin Yu pointed to her car and said, "Which one of you drives this 

one, and the other person drives the other one to follow." 



   "I'm coming." The two said in unison. 

   The Lamborghini at the back knew that he couldn't afford to pay, if there was a small scratch, who 

would be responsible? 

   After all, they can only guarantee that they do not make mistakes on the road. 

   I can't guarantee whether there are sand sculptures, I have to come up and touch myself. 

   Qin Yu is full of black lines, how can they say that neither of them is willing to pick up his car. 

   Knowing that it is limited to 20 units in the world, the two are even more reluctant to take it. 

   put on a posture of "I would rather die than follow", too expensive, scared! 

   In desperation, Qin Yu could only leave the car in the parking lot, and then randomly picked a 

master to drive the Mercedes-Benz, and drove Yalan home with him. 

  "Yalan, tell the master a place." 

   "Binjiang One, you know?" 

   "..." Qin Yu gave her a weird look, "Do you live in Binjiang One?" 

   "Yeah, what's the matter?" Yalan looked at him with water in her eyes. 

   "It's okay." Qin Yu shook his head, saying, ‘Why haven’t you seen her in the community? ’ 

   sent people to her and watched her go upstairs, Yalan suddenly stopped, "Would you like to come 

up and sit down?" 

   "No, I have to rush back to accompany my girlfriend." Qin Yu smiled and waved. 

   "Then I will go up." 

"Great." 

   Watching her turn into the elevator, Qin Yu walked quickly to the outside of the community. 

   63 points of favorability, and want to trick Yu to go up and sit down? 

  Where is he inviting him, obviously it is a test! 

   At this time, Qin Yu did not notice, the door just closed behind him reopened, and Ya Lan stood 

soberly, looking at his distant back. 

   As a working woman, she occasionally needs to receive entertainment, how can she do without a 

drink? 

   Just the little wine just now, it was quite a lot, which made her cheeks red. 

   This is a physical reason, and it has nothing to do with the amount of alcohol. 

  Yalan thinks she can still drink, don't even think of getting her drunk without a two-pound amount. 



   Even if he is really drunk, Yaju Bieyuan is their family's property. 

   Still afraid of not finding a driver to see her off? 

   The fact is just as Qin Yu thought, Yalan is testing his character to see what he will do next. 

   Then, I will decide whether to continue the relationship. 

   Not everyone can be a friend, she is grateful to Qin Yu for his life-saving grace to Tongtong. 

   But if Qin Yu is a person who is greedy for beauty and behaving badly. 

   Yalan would only give him a sum of money as a thank you, and since then the two sides have no 

intersection. 

   But now, she has a good sense of this little boy. 

   If you are a friend, it is a good choice! 

  …… 

   Qin Yu, who left the community, calmly closed the panel in front of him. 

  : Whether to use the target... The prompt fades until it disappears. 

   Before he fully understands Yalan's family organization, he thinks it's better not to mess around. 

   After all, he is a simple and promising young man, and he is very responsible. 

   In case someone wants to take responsibility with yourself Isn’t that embarrassing? 

  Besides, Yalan is not a little girl who hasn't been a master yet. 

   Two simple love words just want to fool her, don’t be foolish. 

   But when she thinks that she is comparable to the ‘strongest support’, Qin Yu’s heart can’t help 

but feel hot. 

  Patience is the good character of a good man! 

   As a good man, Brother Yu has enough time and patience. 

   stopped the taxi, and Qin Yu sent Jiang Xiaoshan the location of the Yaju Courtyard. 

  ‘Come here to pick me up, have a drink! ’Qin Yu. 

  ‘Come. "Jiang Xiaoshan. 

   There is no unnecessary nonsense. After waiting for a few minutes in the parking lot, Jiang 

Xiaoshan's POLO appeared. 

   "How to drive here..." Qin Yu swallowed back the words after seeing Wen Yaxuan who was walking 

down from the co-pilot. 

  "Aren't you drunk?" Jiang Xiaoshan asked with a chuckle when he looked sober. 



   "No, just drank some." Seeing Wen Yaxuan bowing her head in an ostrich costume, Qin Yu said 

amused: "How did you trick her out?" 

  "Hot pot." Simple and unpretentious, easy-to-understand two words. 

   applied to Wen Yaxuan's body, it represents the temptation that is hard to refuse. 

   "Go, go home and eat hot pot." Qin Yu was about to take off arrogantly with one hand. 

   Tonight, he will put on the wings of dream again and fly high. 

Chapter 183: You don't speak martial ethics 

are always full of enthusiasm, just like Brother Yu. 

   staying up all night for the dream of childhood, diligent and diligent, dare not let up in the 

slightest. 

   Until the sky cleared, I fell asleep in exhaustion. 

   When he opened his eyes again, he was more energetic than ever, and the pointer was already 

pointing to two o'clock in the afternoon. 

   No one around, Qin Yu found a note and breakfast on the dining room table. 

   "Xuan Xuan and I went back to class, you remember to warm up the breakfast before eating, love 

you." is Jiang Xiaoshan's delicate handwriting. 

   "This girl~" Qin Yu felt warm and stuck the note on the refrigerator. 

   The breakfast was heated in the microwave. After breakfast, Qin Yu took the car key and went out. 

   The elevator went straight to the basement, looking down at the mobile phone to go to the 

parking place. 

  DiDi. 

   The whistle sounded in my ears, ‘who? ’ 

   Qin Yu frowned and looked in the direction of the voice, Yalan's face caught in his eyes, "Why are 

you here?" 

   "My girlfriend lives here, didn't I tell you?" Qin Yu smiled and came to her car. 

   "Did you say something?" Yalan smiled playfully: "It seems that you have more than one 

girlfriend." 

   "Are there?" Qin Yu shrugged innocently, saying that he would not answer. 

   "Do you need me to give you a gift?" Yalan drew delicate light makeup, looking like she was going 

out for something. 

   Before Qin Yu could speak, she ridiculed: "Ah, I forget that you have a supercar, so little sister Pao 

is most suitable for this set." 



   hum! 

   The accelerator kicked the car forward, and the teasing laughter echoed in the same place. 

  …… 

   Ding, Ding, Ding. 

   On the way back to school, we heard one after another. 

  ‘Brother Yu, a dog bites you. 'Second brother. 

  ‘Mad dog bites people, I’ll give you some points. 'monkey. 

  ‘I heard it’s called Wang Le, do you know Brother Yu? 'Adong. 

'what's the situation? ’Qin Yu. 

  ‘Forget it, meet and say, I’m almost there. ’Qin Yu. 

   The green light turned on, and Qin Yu put the phone in the basket and stepped on the accelerator. 

   When they arrived at the dormitory building, Qin Yu was stopped in front of the guide. 

   "I have something to tell you." The guide motioned for him to enter the room and closed the door. 

   "Wang Lehe said that you joined the club for skipping classes. Joining the club almost never 

showed up and did not make any contribution." 

  The instructor looked at him with a headache, "Ms. Li Man, can you contact me?" 

   "Why, the department is going to trouble me for this?" Qin Yu was not nervous at all, he thought it 

was something. 

   "Do you have a way?" the instructor asked unexpectedly. 

   "Hmm." Qin Yu looked at him and asked, "Guide, are you okay?" 

   "Nothing?" The instructor waved amusedly, "I am following the rules and not your nanny. Where 

do you go to take care of me?" 

   "Then I'm leaving." Back to the dormitory, Brother San'er quickly gathered around: "Brother Yu, 

what's the situation?" 

   "Small things." Qin Yu sat on the bed and took out his mobile phone leisurely: "Director Lu, this is 

Qin Yu..." 

  …… 

   "Damn, look at how arrogant you are this time." Wang Le slammed his fist into the air, knocking on 

the door with excitement. 

   "Come in." A calm voice came from the room. 



   "Director Lu." Looking at the iron-faced man sitting at the back of the office, a trace of fear flashed 

in Wang Le's eyes. 

"Ok." 

   raised his head and glanced at Wang Le, Director Lu took out a form from the table: "Student 

Wang Le, the department has already learned about the problems you reported before." 

   "Director Lu, I said he is here to mess around. Our photo agency doesn't need such a person." 

   "For Qin Yu's question, the department has carefully verified that the situation you reported is not 

true, take it back!" 

   The situation was not as Wang Le expected, and his report material was beaten back. 

   Moreover, Director Lu's attitude towards him has also become alienated and indifferent. 

   "Director Lu, is there something wrong?" Wang Le asked unwillingly. 

   It is clear that what he said is the truth, so why should the department show him a favor? 

   Is it because he has some background that he doesn't understand? 

   shouldn't be! 

   "Either you bring the materials back, or you and the department explain why you want to slander 

your classmates and choose yourself." Director Lu Tieqing's face rose with a hint of warmth. 

   He hates people who don’t know how to advance and retreat, this Wang Le... 

   I thought he was a little clever before, but now it looks like a big mess. 

   is still a idiot who likes to make troubles, if it weren't for the company and some contacts... 

   "Get out." Director Lu, who wanted to get more and more angry, raised his tone and drove Wang 

Le out of the office. 

  Idiot! 

  Wang Le, who walked out of the office, couldn't figure out what went wrong! 

  …… 

   In bedroom 402, Shen Dong gave a thumbs up and called out, "Niu Bian!" ’ 

   can be called brother to the dean, brother Yu is worthy of brother Yu, ordinary people can't guess 

his realm. 

   "In fact, it's nothing, but Li Man gave the medal to the school." 

   Not long after Qin Yu learned about this matter, Li Man left the medal to the school and said it was 

his credit. 

   The name on the medal undoubtedly proves Li Man's rhetoric. 



   This is an honor to put gold on the face of the entire school. What if there is no journalism 

department or a major. 

   Looking at Xia Guo, in addition to the Shangdu Film Academy, it is considered to be a true root, and 

he has accumulated academically. 

   The photography teaching level of other schools... The boss doesn't talk about the second child, it's 

the same. 

   So, it doesn't matter whether you have a professional or not, it's mainly because you won an 

award. 

   "You don't have a journalism department." Shangdu Film Academy. 

   "I have the WPP Portrait Gold Award." Lixin. 

   "You have no faculty." Shangdu Film Academy. 

   "I have the WPP Portrait Gold Award." Lixin. 

   "You are a second book." Shangdu Film Academy. 

   "So, I won the prize." Lixin. 

   "MMP~You don't teach martial arts!" Shangdu Film Academy was blown up. 

  What is capital? This is capital. 

   What's more, Qin Yu is discussing important cooperation with Lixin Office. 

   If nothing else, he will be an important partner of Lixin in the future. 

   In accordance with this trend, Qin Yu will definitely be on the list of well-known alumni in the 

future. 

   Director Lu is crazy, so he will trouble Qin Yu for such a small matter. 

   Don't say proactively trouble him, if it wasn't for Qin Yu's call. 

   Director Lu, who received the news, would only say that this matter had never happened before, 

and would not mention it. 

   "Brother Yu, you really won the WPP Gold Award?" Hou Kun, who understands the weight of the 

award, has respected him to the point of admiration. 

   "The school should officially announce it in a few days, and then you will know." 

   Seeing Hou Kun's overexcitement, Qin Yu specially reminded: "Don't say that I live here, I don't 

want to be able to return to the bedroom in the future." 

   "Don't worry, I won't say it." Yan Er, a big five and three thick, curled his neck, bent over, rubbing 

his hands back and forth, acting like a wretched man. 

   "What's the matter?" Qin Yu said helplessly. 



   "Well, Brother Yu, your shooting skills are so good, can you take some photos for Xiaobai another 

day?" 

   Seeing his pleasing face, Qin Yu also felt that it was not easy for him, "Okay, say yes first, just this 

time." 

   As a professional [portrait photographer I can take private photos, and art photos are also good. 

   The former is prepared for myself, while the latter is naturally a normal art shooting. 

   "However, I don't have any clothes to provide, so you have to prepare them yourself." Qin Yu had 

to say in advance that the clothes he prepared should not be loaned out. 

   "No problem." Yan Er waved his hand and patted him on the back. When he approached, he 

suddenly took hold of his strength and pressed gently on his back. "Interesting, I'll go tell Xiaobai now." 

  My girlfriend has always said that I want to find a reliable photographer to take some art photos. 

   This is bad for Yan Erchou. He can't understand what the pheasant photographers outside are 

making. 

   Those who are reassuring, the technique is worse than that of his boyfriend. 

  Because this Xiaobai was a little angry, this time it was finally done for her. 

   The WPP Portrait Gold Award winner personally performed the surgery, so let's say if there is any 

face! 

   Shen Dong looked enviously at Yan Er who ran outside, "Hey, when will I have a girlfriend!" 

   "Work hard, and you can be a pair with a monkey." Qin Yu joked. 

   Shen Dong really turned his head and looked at Hou Kun seriously, showing him all hairy, "Brother 

Dong, don't come over, Brother Yu is kidding!" 

   "Keep rolling, I won't choose you as my goal if I really want to come out. If I want to choose, I have 

to choose Brother Yu." Shen Dong turned his eyes and pointed at Qin Yu. 

   "You can try, whether Jill will be discounted." Qin Yu picked up Yan Er's dumbbell, and performed 

more than 20 grips in a row with a relaxed expression. 

   Seeing this scene, Shen Dong shook his head and backed up: "They are all big guys, can't afford to 

offend, can't offend!" 

Chapter 184: Net celebrity lower limit? does not exist 

   Seaview One, the top-floor duplex mansion. 

   Qin Yu sat on the sun lounger by the rooftop and looked at the dozen or so resumes in front of 

him, all of which were sent by Lixin Office. 

   A man and a woman sitting opposite are the representatives from Lixin Office. 



   "Student Qin is really young and promising. This time the cooperative company attaches great 

importance to it and specially sent me to take charge." He Yong, one of the company's senior partners, 

was speaking. 

  The girl next to him is a newcomer he brought, said to be Annie, who will be responsible for the 

communication with Qin Yu in the future. 

   "He is polite, I am still a student in our school anyway." 

   Qin Yu pointed to the resume on the table and said: "I will stay and take a look at these, and I 

should be able to reply to you soon." 

   "Don't worry, Qin Shao, you have decided to notify Annie." He Yong looked at the girl beside him. 

   "Shao Qin, please call me if you have any questions in the future, and I will be your 24-hour 

hotline." Annie smiled sweetly, enthusiastically and well-measured. 

   Lixin is also one of the well-known domestic firms, socializing is indispensable, but it will not be 

reduced to the level of selling meat. 

   Sending a new beautiful girl to the job is also because of the attraction of the opposite **** and 

the convenience of communication. 

   As for whether something will happen between the two, it is beyond the company's control. 

   After all, people are emotional animals, and they live forever... 

right! 

   "Sister Hong." Qin Yu said to Wang Hong who was waiting on the side: "Send two for me." 

   "Waiting for your call, Shao Qin." Before leaving, Annie didn't forget to turn her head and smile 

while making the call gesture. 

   Waiting to send people away, Wang Hong came back again. 

   Seeing that Qin Yu was looking through the resume seriously, still sitting on the cushion beside the 

chair, kneeling on it and gently kneading his legs. 

   This cooperation with Lixin is mainly to select two suitable management talents for his company in 

Abandoned City. 

   In addition, 4~5 traders are required. 

   For this silver futures, Qin Yu intends to operate it himself. 

   His main appeal is only two points: loyalty and obedient. 

   Strong self-esteem, like to do good ideas, never do too many things. 

  The ideal is the kind of honest person who is experienced, cautious, and understands what to do. 

   is especially good at analysis, and is the ideal type that Qin Yu wants most. 



   "Puff~" He spit out the mouthwash, and Wang Hong wiped his mouth. 

   Seeing his furrowed brows, he whispered softly: "Boss, is there no suitable one?" 

   "In Lixin's view, these are excellent talents, but they do not meet my requirements." Qin Yu felt 

that he did not express his meaning clearly. 

   After thinking for a while, Qin Yu dialed Annie's number and reiterated his request. 

  …… 

   Lixin Office. 

  As soon as He Yong's **** was in the chair, Annie knocked on the door and walked in. 

   "Mr. He, Qin Yu is not satisfied with the candidate we recommended." Annie shook the phone in 

her hand and said with a gloomy expression. 

   "How is it possible, that are all the elite of the company, although there are a few thorns in it, 

there is still not a satisfactory one." 

   He Yong got up a little angry, walked back and forth with his hands on his hips, saying, ‘This Shao 

Qin looks a little hard to serve! ’ 

   "No, we are in the wrong direction." Annie repeated the other party's request in a weird tone. 

   "Should be good at analysis, prudent and obedient old employees?" He Yong was also surprised. 

   It is not that Qin Yu's requirements are too high, but that his requirements are too low. 

   There are a lot of employees like this in Lixin, and they are basically placed in unimportant 

positions. 

 Variety show literature. Doing nothing, doing repetitive things every day, working hard and blaming 

the old scalpers, this is the kind of person he is talking about. 

   It's not that such people are bad. If the company doesn't have these people, how can the people in 

front of them fight with confidence. 

   It’s just that such a person is not suitable to control the overall situation, because he does not have 

a strong enough psychological quality, cannot bear the risks and responsibilities, nor has the courage to 

take it. 

   also didn't have the determination and guts to be desperate. Putting him in a basic position to do 

some work would definitely be good. 

   But if you put him on the management side, this kind of person can mess up all the problems. 

   "Are you sure he said that?" He Yong was a little dazed, why didn't this person play cards according 

to the routine? 

   "I confirmed it several times, and the other party was impatient before hanging up." Annie couldn't 

figure out what this young and rich girl was thinking. 



  ‘Also handsome! ’Annie did not forget this important label. 

   After seeing Qin Yu herself, she was a little moved. 

   Don't say that his achievements and worth are enough to attract the attention of the company, 

even if he has nothing. 

   Based on her looks alone, Annie is willing to have something to happen to him. 

   Of course, if she had enough confidence in that way, she would definitely make the other party fall 

under her miniskirt. 

   But now she is starting to worry instead, that she wants something to happen. 

   Yan is thin and fat, accustomed to seeing all kinds of beauties, may not be able to see his own 

beauty. 

   If this were the case, it would be a pity for her. 

   Opened the trade union WeChat group, Qin Yu found that the older brothers were chatting gossip. 

  ‘I saw the offline celebrity, and almost threw up on me. Brother Zhuzi. 

  ‘I’ll be begging for nothing but I won’t leave in my car. I’m going to take my car and take a video. If I 

don’t agree, I will act like a baby. Brother Zhuzi. 

  ‘Then you can push the boat along the water and sleep! "Brother Yi. 

  ‘I’m so special, I also think, isn’t this...is there a shadow? Brother Zhuzi. 

   He Sheng is now overshadowed by this kind of overly active anchor. If he is sent to the hospital 

again, he really doesn't have to play anymore and just quit the internet. 

  ‘Ha, what are you, look at this. Happy brother. 

  ‘Fuck! ’Sage. 

  ‘Fuck! ’Garfield. 

  ‘Fuck X66! Brother Zhuzi. 

  ‘Kneeling naked in the street and apologizing? ’Night hurts. 

  ‘Fuck, Brother Yu was blown out. . "Brother Yi. 

  ‘This anchor slept with my buddy, and owed his hand when he left, and walked along the green 

water ghost in his cabinet. Happy brother. 

  ‘This anchor is gone! ’Sage. 

  ‘If you don’t say anything, you must be content. ’Garfield. 

  ‘This kind of person is owed, but it’s really tough. Brother Yi clicked on the picture and looked at it a 

few more times. 



  shook her head, no matter how happy brothers let her go, she couldn't do the live broadcast. 

   still have to move and run, make a new look. 

   is basically equal to the death of the community in the local area, and there is no face to meet 

people. 

  ‘By the way, Brother Yu, when do you arrive at Yaodu, I'll make arrangements in advance. Brother 

Zhuzi. 

  ’Brother Yu is coming to Yaodu? Time, I have to join in the excitement. ’Sage. 

  ‘Go together. ’Peeping the screen crazy demon quasi Yin Tu. 

   Seeing his name, Qin Yu smiled directly, who gave it...too appropriate. 

  ‘About five or six days later. Qin Yu is the Feiwu City this time, and he will be transferred to the 

Demon City after two days of stay. 

   Brother Zhuzi invited him not once or twice. 

   There is also the trade union. He should also show up to let the anchor of the trade union know 

the actual situation of the trade union. 

  The trade union is on the right track, and he, the big boss, will never show up again. 

   It happened that Qin Yu still had a prepared wild food in Yaodu, so he agreed. 

   This is how good men are, work and entertainment are both right! 

  ‘Everyone who wants to come will come, make sure to arrange it for the big brothers. Brother 

Zhuzi. 

  ‘Brother Zhuzi, really big brother, howo! "Brother Yi. 

  ‘Brother Zhuzi, really big brother, howo! Happy brother. 

  ‘Brother Zhuzi, really big brother, UU reading www.uukānshu. com ho! ’Garfield. 

   Qin Yu also shouted a slogan, and the call covered the chat box.  

   "Hey, mom~" The call was from Liang Chuyu, and it was about the house. 

   "The contract has just been signed, 193 million, how about it?" 

   "Awesome, worthy of being my mother." 

   "That's...Don't listen to your mother, her painful face is deformed." 

   Liang Chuyu's pride lasted for only three seconds before it was dismantled by Qin Han. 

   "To die~ You can't leave me with an image in front of my son." Liang Chuyu patted Qin Han a few 

times and stared at him angrily. 

   "My son still knows you, he guessed it even if I didn't say it." Qin Han muttered softly. 



   "Son... Did you really guess it?" Liang Chuyu asked the mobile phone unconvinced. 

   "Well, I can guess that." Qin Yu couldn't stand it when he heard the two flirting. 

   Can you two go home and start again, leaving a way for my son to survive? 

   "Since I have already bought it, I will move in as soon as possible. I will go back in these two days." 

Qin Yu greeted Liang Chuyu in advance, and he wanted to go back and finish the company's stall. 

   always hung the empty case of the leather company, which is not the case! 

Chapter 185: Private order 

   Bright Life Photography Studio. 

   Qin Yu put the box in his hand on the table, sorting out his equipment. 

   Yan Er was talking to the photographer in the studio about the details. They are going to rent each 

other’s venue today. 

   "Can your friend do it?" the photographer asked unwillingly, "I tell you, I'm also famous for taking 

artistic photos in the Hudu circle." 

   After all, it is still a matter of money. He not only wants to make money for the venue, but also for 

the shooting. 

   The venue can be worth a few dollars, and the technology and talents are the most expensive 

these years. 

   "I believe in my friend's technology, and I will call you when I'm done." Yan Er pushed him out 

without any explanation, and Yan Er's mouth was straight in his heart. 

just you? 

   Can I get the WPP participation award? nine cakes Chinese  

   If it weren't for Qin Yu to be too low-key, he would want to post the photos of the medals on the 

phone to the other party's face so that he can see them clearly. 

   "Second brother." Xia Bai ran in with Xu Xixi who was a little bit twitched. 

   The photographer looked up and closed himself. 

   Fuck, two such beautiful girls want to take artistic photos, so it's cheap for outsiders? 

   "Dude, I'm with you..." The photographer still wanted to work hard, but Yan Er directly pushed him 

out. 

   Because of his thin body, Yan Er didn't dare to push too hard. 

   For fear of being careless, he broke his arm again. 

   "Beauty Xi Xi is here too, Brother Yu is over there!" Yan Er raised an eyebrow at Xia Bai, showing 

that he understood. 



   "Boss." Qin Yu was ready here, and when he turned around, he saw a familiar face. 

   "Xi Xi." There was a hint of surprise in his eyes, and Qin Yu stepped forward and hugged her and 

said: "Sorry, I have been too busy lately, I haven't looked for you." 

   Xu Xixi, who was still a little worried before, calmed down instantly. 

   "I thought you forgot me!" Xu Xixi whispered softly. 

   "How can it be possible for a beautiful girl like you?" Qin Yu responded. 

   Yan Er, who saw this scene, called an expert, and his thumb stood up without control. 

   From this point of view, he is an old driver, and his love story is more slippery than the truth. 

Snapped! 

   Xia Bai slapped his thumbs up angrily, muttering: "Men are deceitful ghosts." 

  Bystander Qing, she didn't believe the nonsense Qin Yu said. 

   When thinking of Qin Yu's excellence, Xia Bai couldn't help but feel a little envious. 

   is really only so lost. With Yan Er, it is impossible for her to have any interest in Qin Yu. 

   Compared to being one of his countless girlfriends, she prefers to stay beside Yan Er and be the 

only one. 

   "Xiao Bai, you can't kill everyone with one shot, I am true to you." Yan Er quickly showed his loyalty 

to his girlfriend. 

   Xia Bai couldn't help laughing as he looked at him as a little girl. 

   Everyone has his own life, loss and gain are echoes, at least for now she is satisfied with the status 

quo. 

  ‘Strong, gentle, romantic, economically not bad, much better than other men. Xia Bai carefully 

counted the advantages of her second brother in her heart. 

   suddenly realized that he seems to be quite good too. 

   is just an overly dazzling example around him, covering up the light that belongs to him. 

   WPP Portrait Gold Award Winner! 

   "Brother Yu, is it time to start?" Yan Er asked. 

   "Wait." Qin Yu let go of Xu Xixi and asked Yan Er to turn off all the lights. 

   then turned on the phone and scanned the entire studio. 

   Fortunately, the place is not big, it is thirty or forty square meters, including the clothing area and 

locker room. 

   "What is this for?" Xia Bai asked curiously. 



   "Ah, just in case, I also heard that the photography circle is a bit messy." Qin Yu simply clicked. 

   Yan Er understood immediately, and nodded to him gratefully. 

   After confirming that there is nothing wrong, Qin Yu asked people to turn on the light again. 

   "It's okay." Qin Yu hung the camera on his chest and went to the cloth scenic spot to choose a 

suitable background. 

  Look at Xu Xixi again, this will have been coaxed with peach blossoms, and she will be shy. 

   "Eh, that's silly!" Xia Bai ran over and bumped her, and said speechlessly, "You silly girl, just wait to 

be sold and count the money!" 

   "Then I am willing, too." Xu Xixi replied. 

   She didn't believe that Qin Yu would sell herself, but she was more worried that he would ignore 

herself. 

   Xu Xixi is not sure, is there definitely more than one girl beside Qin Yu? 

   She knows better than anyone, but no one is a proud, unique little fairy. 

  When you meet such a good boy, why should you let it go by yourself? 

   Who will be the winner who will accompany him to the end is still unknown. 

  Who can conclude that he will not be the lucky one? 

   See her eyes twinkling, with a look of expectation. 

   Xia Bai rolled her eyes and walked forward. Anyway, Xu Xixi is not so silly and sweet, and she will 

decide her own life. 

  …… 

   Click, click! 

   "Brother Yu, is this okay?" Xia Bai changed his position, wanting to listen to his advice. 

   "Do what you want, be natural, and leave the rest to me." Qin Yu took the camera and stood 

outside the set, choosing a suitable angle. 

   Yan Er stood by, but wanted to help. 

   You can look at the lights, boards, and messy things around him. He doesn't understand anything. 

  ‘Forget it, stand still by yourself! Yan Er is a little depressed. 

   began to wonder if I should also learn photography, so that I can show my girlfriends... well, take 

pictures of my girlfriends. 

   After changing nine outfits and taking 351 samples, Xia Bai couldn't stand up tired. 



   "I think it's okay." Qin Yu removed the memory card and handed it to Yan Er: "If you know a skilled 

technician, you can take it for a repair, and the effect will definitely be better." 

   "Okay." Yan Er doesn't know him, but Qian knows him! 

   "Thank you Brother Yu." Xia Bai said weakly after changing back to her clothes. 

   "You are welcome, you should serve your sister-in-law." Qin Yu said jokingly. 

   "Fuck you." Yan Er patted him and said seriously: "Thank you, Brother Yu, invite you to dinner 

tonight." 

   "Good." Qin Yu responded. 

   "Then let's go first." Yan Er took Xia Bai and went out, whether he wanted it or not. 

   waited out the door of the photography studio, Xia Bai couldn't help but said, "What are you 

doing, Xi Xi hasn't left yet!" 

   "You didn't see Xu Xixi and waited for us to leave?" Yan Er looked back at the door with a smirk, 

"People think we are in the way, maybe this is...Ouch, my wife." 

   paddling his feet and tugging Yan Er's ears, Xia Bai just lifted him and said, "Xi Xi is not what you 

said. Don't speak ill of her." 

   "Yes, yes, I was wrong, my wife." Yan Er said that he was wrong, but his face looked like a hippie 

smile. 

   "Who is your wife?" When he heard him scream, Xia Bai's momentum instantly weakened, and he 

blushed to retort: "Don't scream, we are men and women...Ah!" 

   At the foot of the empty space, the person is already in Yan Er's arms. 

   The big dog bear grinned: "The king said that you are, you are... follow, the king returns to the 

cottage~ kill you... film, A, don’t keep, na~~" 

   strode forward, Yan Er dragged the long tone and shook his head and sang. 

  …… 

   In the studio, Xu Xixi is changing Qin Yu’s custom-made clothes. 

   Pull on the left, pull on the right. 

   still can't cover anything, so small... 

   It was for him and myself anyway, it doesn’t matter, right? 

   Thinking of self-comfort, Xu Xixi put his hands around his chest and walked out of the locker room 

shyly. 

  Blue sky, white clouds, sea... 

   There is a rugged carpet on the groundXu Xixi try to let go and put herself in an elegant posture. 



   Kaka~ 

   Shooting begins. 

  ...Private shooting, no movie watching... 

   When the photographer from the studio came back for inspection, he found that many places on 

the ground were wet. 

  ‘Damn, all the good cabbage is made by pigs! Thinking of the superb looks of the two girls, the 

photographer shed tears of regret.   Why did he subject himself to such humiliation and torture, "I 

can take photos too!" 

  …… 

   In front of the Conservatory of Music, he glanced at Xu Xixi who was sitting in the co-pilot, and the 

guard let him go decisively. 

   For this kind of thing, they have been quite familiar with it, and there is no need to deliberately 

offend people. 

   Parked the car on the side of the road closest to the dormitory building, Qin Yu helped Xu Xixi get 

out of the car: "I will send you up." 

   "No more, it's not good to be seen by others." Xu Xixi was not worried about being seen, but about 

who he fell in love with. 

   You must know that the Conservatory of Music never lacks beautiful women, especially the senior 

sisters. 

  Senior girls who are about to graduate and are facing employment pressure are more active and 

realistic than their peers. 

  It is Qin Yu's ability to display money alone, and hooking his fingers is enough to make them 

tempted. 

   As for trusting him? Xu Xixi really doesn't have that confidence now. 

Chapter 186: It is impossible to take the initiative 

   Fall in love with you reading book, start at the pinnacle of life 

   "Quick, close the door." 

   As soon as the worried Xu Xixi entered the door, there was a flutter in the bedroom. 

   Looking at the three-minded customer holding a washbasin, a mop, and slippers, Xu Xiomong then 

retired: "Ya sells butterflies~" 

   "Frankly explain, what did you do just now?" Xia Bai forced her to sit on a chair, and Xia Bai asked 

viciously with one hand on her hips and slippers with her right foot on the edge of the chair. 

   "Just... take a picture!" Xu Xixi responded with a guilty conscience. 



   "Taking pictures?" Xia Bai rolled his eyes and smiled evilly: "Are you taking pictures seriously?" 

   "Seriously... right?" Xu Xixi lowered his head. 

   Seeing her unwillingness, Xia Bai threw her slippers on the ground angrily, "No more fun, it's 

boring." 

   "Xiao Bai, did you just let her go like this?" Youyou looked at her in surprise, "Didn't you say you 

want to hold a persuasion meeting?" 

   "What do you persuade, do you think she is like an idiot, do you persuade her to come over?" Xia 

Bai pointed at Xu Xixi angrily. 

   Pomelo pomelo looked back, yes, it's really hopeless! 

   "Don't talk about Xixi like that, she knows it in her own heart." Zhang Xitong hugged Xu Xixi and 

said comfortingly: "If I support you, girls should stick to themselves." 

   "Yeah!" Xia Bai vomited, "Are you comforting her? You are obviously gluttonous." 

   "Don't talk nonsense, Xiaobai, I don't have one." Zhang Xitong's eyes dodged, afraid to look at Xu 

Xixi. 

   She is greedy for Qin Yu's body, but she can't just say it in Xu Xixi's face. 

  How do you say that everyone is still a superficial sister, and the minimum politeness is still 

required. 

   "Okay, don't talk about it." Xu Xixi stood up suddenly and took a deep breath: "I know you are 

doing me well, Xiao Bai." 

   "Do you still know?" Xia Bai stopped looking at her. 

   "Don't be angry." Xu Xixi took her hand and smiled flatteringly: "I promise it won't be messy, 

okay?" 

   "You are gone, do you still promise?" Xia Bai vomited: "I know what your idea is, but you don't 

realize that your heart... is bigger?" 

   Xia Bai couldn't figure it out, and she was not without a rich second-generation chasing after her. 

   With so many people, why did you choose the least reliable one? 

  Yes, feelings don’t make sense. 

  Sometimes I know I’m planted, but I still have to pierce my head, bump my head and shed blood 

without turning my head back. 

   But she really didn't want to see Xu Xixi also become like this. 

   It's not that Qin Yu is not good, but she can't keep such a man. 

"Then you tell me what's wrong with him?" Xu Xixi asked back: "He is handsome? Tall? Good figure? 

Have abdominal muscles? Clothing, looks, assets, talents, everything, like this. How did the boy refuse?" 



   Xia Bai asked her to say, ‘Yes! How can such a boy refuse? ’ 

   Especially like Xu Xixi, who has already tasted the sweetness... 

   "Oh!" Xia Bai sighed and muttered, "When you are sad, don't blame me for not reminding you." 

   "I admit it even if I'm sad, at least I was crazy when I was young." Xu Xixi's tone was sure, as if he 

was answering her, but also as if he was firming up his own thoughts. 

   Even if he is more playful now, there is always a day he wants to settle down, right? 

   "Okay, let's talk about something else." Yang Youyou hugged Xu Xixi happily, "What did he give you 

this time?" 

   "I didn't give anything. He said he would take me to the National Bank to buy something, but I 

didn't want it." Xu Xixi responded. 

   "You silly girl, why don't you..." Zhang Xitong stretched out a finger and pointed on her forehead. 

   This woman is pretty funny, right? 

  …… 

   Riverside One, basement. 

   Snap, as soon as Qin Yu closed the car door, he heard a crisp sound of footsteps. 

   "Yalan?" Qin Yu was a little dazed to see the figure passing by the left lane. 

   "It's such a coincidence? You won't be waiting for me on purpose?" Ya Lan also had the same 

expression, saying that it was a complete coincidence, which was really unacceptable. 

   "It's such a coincidence, it seems to be fate?" Qin Yu pointed up jokingly. 

   He has actually guessed what happened. Yalan is a shallow believer, and he has the title of [Miracle 

Propagator]. 

  【Miracle Spreader】 

   [Reminder: This title is the only title and is automatically worn. It cannot be removed, banned, or 

destroyed. 】 

  【Hint 2: Those who wear this title have a strong influence and attraction to miracle believers. 】 

   [Hint 3: The power of miracles is everywhere! 】 

   is the effect it produces, making the encounter between the two more frequent. 

   Otherwise, even in the same community, there will be no chance to meet each other by chance. 

   "Fate is such a thing, only a little girl can believe it!" Yalan's mood doesn't look very good, the value 

is only 68↓, it seems that something is unhappy. 



   "It's just right, I want to find someone to drink, do you want to be together?" Yalan looked at him 

with a smile. 

   "Are you sure that your alcohol intake is okay?" Qin Yu was referring to what happened that day in 

the Yaju Courtyard. 

   "You'll know after drinking it, come on!" Yalan took the lead to walk towards the other elevator. 

   Seeing the rise by two points, reaching a favorable impression of 65, Qin Yu followed. 

  …… 

   Yalan’s home looks very simple, even a little bit unlike home. 

   An irregular transparent glass table like a cloud picture, with a white carpet underneath, and a sofa 

next to it. 

   There is a row of cabinets on the wall and a recliner near the window. 

   This is the whole picture of the whole living room, except that nothing can be seen. 

   In this age full of electronic technology, there is no shadow of any electronic equipment. 

   is incredible. 

   "Sit, my house is easier." When Yalan returned with the wine, she added: "I live alone here." 

   She didn't understand why she had to say something like this, perhaps because the family was 

really ‘simplistic’. 

   "Have you encountered a problem at work?" Looking at the amber liquid in the cup, Qin Yu took a 

small sip. 

   The taste of whiskey is not bad, better than he expected. 

   "England's top malt..." Yalan shook the crystal bottle triumphantly, and then sighed. 

   "Tell you, you won't understand, women are born to be angry in the workplace." Yalan said and 

drank a big sip of wine, her face immediately turned red. 

   Seeing that she didn't want to mention it, Qin Yu took the initiative to change the subject: "Where 

is Tongtong?" 

   "Usually he doesn't live here, he lives with my dad." Yalan laughed and said, "I actually don't come 

here often, only when I'm in a bad mood... I'm afraid it will affect my children." 

   "Responsible mother, what about your husband?" Qin Yu asked casually. 

   "I don't want to say." Yalan said that she didn't want to talk about this topic. 

   "Then let's talk about something else, for example, your lamp looks good." Qin Yu pointed to the 

art lamp at the entrance. 

   "Puff~" Yalan covered her mouth with her hand and almost burst out laughing. 



   Everyone can see that the lamp is extremely ugly, and it is because of hatred that she throws it at 

the door. 

   was originally intended to be thrown away, but I always forget it. 

   "Are you making girls so happy?" She wiped the corners of her mouth with paper, and Ya Lan gave 

him a stern look. 

  "Not really, I usually only chat with beautiful womenQin Yu answered seriously. 

   "Haha, you are so funny~" Yalan's mood improved a lot, and with the effect of alcohol, the 

conversation became more and more relaxed. 

   It's just that it was a bit wrong afterwards. 

   "Why are beautiful women, they must rely on their bodies in the workplace, why are their 

thoughts so dirty, they are all women, don't they understand it?" 

   "And you stinky men, when you see beautiful women, you can't wait to put your eyeballs into 

people's chest. There is nothing good." Yalan pointed her pupils with her fingers, made a hateful digging 

action, and threw it at him viciously. 

   hurriedly put down the wine glass, catching the non-existent'eyeballs,' Qin Yu opened the collar 

and said innocently: "I can't hold it, why don't you put it back?" 

   "Bah!" Yalan said angrily, her eyes erratic. 

   The whiskey in the crystal bottle has bottomed out, and she really drank too much today. 

   But she is in a good mood and her brain is still awake. 

   The impulse that happened to jump out of her heart made her a little scared, what's wrong with 

herself? 

   "Ya Lan, are you okay?" Qin Yu asked with some worry as she was lying on the ground leaning on 

the sofa and not talking. 

   "No, it's okay." 

   Seeing that the time was almost early in the morning while her eyes flickered, Yalan stood up and 

stood up: "It's not too early, you go back soon!" 

   "Okay, then you rest early." Qin Yu left without hesitation. 

   The room was deserted again, as if all the previous laughter were fake. 

   Yalan's heart seemed to be filled with loss. She raised her hand to wipe off the water vapor in front 

of the mirror, looking at the graceful figure reflected, and muttering like a mosquito, ‘Am I not attracted 

to him? ’ 

Chapter 187: Doublekill 

 



   took the elevator and left, and the favorability in front of him had reached 82. 

   Didn’t he not feel Yalan’s thoughts just now... 

   If he has to stay behind and begs for nothing, it’s okay to be tougher. 

  But what the result will be tomorrow is uncertain. 

   Women always turn their faces faster than they turn a book. 

   What's more, it is impossible for women in the workplace like Yalan to take the initiative. 

   Brother Yu wants to keep his principle of being a good man. 

   Do not take the initiative, do not refuse, do not promise! 

   Beautiful beauty just wants to shake Qin Yu's life policy, too underestimate him, right? 

   wants to move, then she has to come up and move by herself. 

   Back to Jiang Xiaoshan, the two women were watching a romantic drama. 

   Wen Yaxuan even had tears in her eyes, she pierced into his arms the first time she saw him, 

pointed to the TV and cried out: "This woman is too pitiful..." 

   Qin Yu raised his hand and took a picture on her back bridge, and said amusedly: "You should 

worry about yourself first, and then worry about other people's affairs." 

   Wen Yaxuan raised her head, pouting her lips and staring at her. 

   Then, she was gone! 

   Even a little rookie like her, who has no rank, dare to provoke Changsheng General, Holy Gun 

Ranger without authorization? 

  The canyon map is loaded, and the war begins... 

  The Paladin Ranger first used a trick to ‘draw his gun quickly’ to aim at the target. 

   then used the ‘Rhythm of War’ to suppress the enemy. 

   The little rookie is in a hurry, how can I experience such a big scene? 

   wants to fight back, but has no clue. 

   can only be crushed and beaten in despair, and the "ultimate moment" has arrived! 

   The holy gun is fully charged, and the hot energy pours out like a rainstorm, giving the little rookie 

a fatal blow. 

  Firstblood! 

   At this moment, Jiang Xiaoshan chose to take the opportunity to attack. 

   Can Brother Yu tolerate? 



   controlled the holy gun ranger to move to the limit, but instead forced her hero into a dead end. 

   Perceiving the strength of the enemy, the Holy Spear Ranger activates the power of Holy Light 

hidden in his body. 

   grows savagely, the weakness in the body disappears instantly. 

   Indestructible Grip, the Holy Spear was held in his hand, and the Holy Spear Ranger roared and 

slew forward. 

   The grandmaster's prestige has made Demon Ji miserable, and she can only evade by changing her 

form and shadow. 

  Who knows that the Paladin Ranger has taken precautions a long time ago, using the powerful 

passivity of the ‘shooter’s specialization’. 

  The demon girl whose trail is blurred is locked by guns, and the Holy Light is charging... 

  The demon girl who has no way to escape showed a look of despair. Seeing the massive amount of 

holy light descend from the sky, she who leaned in and drowned herself. 

  Doublekill! 

   The holy light dissipated, the ranger perceives the evil aura, and the avatar of the demon girl 

actually wants to take the opportunity to escape. 

   Little rookie also wakes up in the ‘Recovery’ and faces the war again. 

  ‘Then, come on! 'Holy Light Ranger. 

  Firstblood! 

  Doublekill! 

  Doublekill! 

  Doublekill! 

  ~Doublekill! ! ! 

   Standing on the empty battlefield, the strong skin of the Holy Light Ranger exudes a bright luster. 

   This battlefield has nothing to fight. 

  ‘Congratulations to the host for winning many hearty victories and triggering rewards. ’ 

  ‘Reward 1: Sunshine is worth 1 point. ’ 

  ’Reward 2: Drinking Critical Consumption Card 2*. ’ 

  ‘Reward 3: Take the initiative in happy hours. ’ 

   Standing in front of the mirror and looking at her appearance, Qin Yu must say, ‘Great handsome 

ratio. ’ 



   As soon as the increase brought by the previous 1 point of sunlight is about to end, I get another 1 

point of sunlight. 

   How strong is the effect of 87 points of sunlight? Probably it means that when you walk on the 

street, you will be screamed and watched by girls. 

I haven't seen the "Beverage Critical Consumption Card" for a while, but I didn't expect it to appear 

again today. 

   Put the card away first. 

   Qin Yu clicked on the last reward, ‘Happy hour takes the initiative. ’ 

   The happy hour effect made Qin Yu an eye-opener, that is to say, this skill can be activated 

permanently? 

  Where he is, the opposite **** in the area of 500 square meters can become happy as long as he 

drinks. 

   Of course, there are several pre-conditions, but they are not too difficult. 

   As for the last reminder, it has been automatically ignored by him... 

   slap, slap~ 

   took a picture on the back bridge of the two women, and Qin Yu said with a smile: "I'm up, I'm fine 

today, I will take you to buy things." 

   "Well, huh~" Wen Yaxuan hummed and said that she hadn't woken up yet. 

   Jiang Xiaoshan sat up immediately, and found Qin Yu standing in front of him, and immediately 

pushed him out. 

   She has an extremely strict pursuit of'exquisiteness'. 

   Facing Qin Yu like this now is like a kind of psychological torture for her, especially uncomfortable. 

   went out and ran a few laps around the yard, and Qin Yu returned home with breakfast for exactly 

one hour. 

   Jiang Xiaoshan has already cleaned up, her hair is fluffy and supple, she wore not a trace of 

wrinkles on her body, ironed clothes, and her face was lightly makeup again. 

   In fact, her own conditions are already very good, but she is still used to maintaining the most 

perfect side ~ www.mtlnovel.com~ Even if you are a couple or a couple, you must show the most 

perfect side so that you can always guarantee the freshness. " 

   Jiang Xiaoshan does not mean wearing the same clothes, combing the same hair, and painting the 

same makeup every day. 

   But every day there are some different small changes, freshness. 

   Just like she is now, although she didn't have time to do care, hair, dyeing and nail art. 



   But she straightened the hair that she had pulled up yesterday, and put a small pearl hairpin on the 

top of her head to match her dress today. 

   immediately changed from yesterday's dignified and virtuous style to youthful and lovely style. 

  This woman... 

   In the words of netizens: Damn it! 

   Seeing Wen Yaxuan lying on the bed with the back bridge, Qin Yu smiled coldly: "Or, I'll stay at 

home together today." 

   "Huh! Huh?" Wen Yaxuan instantly turned over and got out of bed cleverly, and ran to the 

bathroom. 

   "Give me 20 minutes, you guys eat first." The hurried voice was masked by the sound of water. 

  …… 

   Half an hour later, Wen Yaxuan took breakfast and sat in the back seat of POLO with a grieved face. 

  Rubbing the back bridge, the hot sting made her face red. 

   "It will be late next time, you won't have to get out of bed." Qin Yu smiled and said softly to her. 

   "You will bully me." Wen Yaxuan muttered, lowering her head. 

   She is afraid that if she resists, she will be dealt with even worse! 

   Qin Yu, who is accustomed to various luxury car configurations when driving out, naturally has a lot 

of dissatisfaction when he drives POLO again. 

   It's not that this car is not good, but that it is no longer worthy of Yu's grade. 

  " Shanshan, you 

Chapter 188: Porsche cars have this function? 

   Fall in love with you reading book, start at the pinnacle of life 

   "Mr. Qin, long time no see." Zhang Yiyue, who was stepping on the small high heels, saw that it 

was him, and immediately changed from walking to running. 

   "It doesn't seem to be long, today I came to see Cayenne." Qin Yu reached out and touched her, 

straight to the subject. 

   is very satisfied with her freshness that remains stable at 89. It seems that not everyone can get 

the treatment of'test drive' at any time. 

   "Mr. Qin, please here." Zhang Yiyue warmly invited them to the Cayenne platform, and smiled back 

as they walked: "You look handsome again." 

   "Really?" Qin Yu quipped, "I think I've always been so handsome." 



   "Haha, yes, you have always been handsome." After the joke, Zhang Yiyue stood in front of the 

show car and began to introduce the specific data of the car. 

   is equipped with a 4.0TV8 twin-turbo engine, which can produce 550 horsepower, a maximum 

power of 404kW, and a maximum torque of 770N·m. 

   8-speed automated manual gearbox, body length 4926mm, width 1983mm, height 1673mm. 

   Five doors and five seats, the overall space is very large, and a tall man like Qin Yu would be very 

relaxed when sitting in. 

   The top speed is 286km/h, 0-100km only takes 4.1 seconds, and the overall fuel consumption is 11. 

   Panoramic sunroof, the value of appearance Zhang Yiyue mentioned many times. 

   If you ask my little sister, why do you like Cayenne. 

   Nine out of ten will tell you: the brand is luxurious, the appearance is high. 

   Therefore, for all female customers, sales will mention the value of appearance many times during 

the introduction. 

   "Our trunk space is also very large, suitable for all kinds of ways, whether it is daily life or going out 

for a long distance, it can be satisfied..." 

   Seeing that she wants to continue the introduction, Qin Yu interrupted with a smile: "Needless to 

say, let's talk about styles and prices." 

   The 2020 model was selected first, and it was the show car they just saw. 

   The next step is to choose and match, first of all, the exterior color of agate gray and the interior 

decoration should be pure red to match. 

   is bright and beautiful, which forms a sense of contrast with Jiang Xiaoshan's temperament. 

   The 19-inch tires don’t even have to think about it. When driving on the road, the grade of the 

entire car has to be pulled down and must be replaced. 

   21-inch tires, arrangement! 

   Now that the size has been changed to 21 inches, do you have to get a set of customized wheels? 

   BOSS audio, the aquamarine ambient light of the interior, the appearance must be resistant. 

   Since I talked about the value of appearance, do I have to have a whole set of red calipers, and it is 

equipped. 

   Miscellaneous, piecemeal calculations, the price of the whole car is close to 3 million. 

   "Mr. Qin, this is the best price I can help you. There are only so many when the manager comes." 

Zhang Yiyue put the computer in front of him. 

   "Let's put the price aside and talk about the time." There must be no existing cars. Just a 

customized wheel has to be specially produced. 



   Therefore, time is very important, and Qin Yu doesn't want Jiang Xiaoshan to wait four, five or six 

months. 

  Time is precious, where is so much time waiting for generational tools. 

   The key is that Yu brother is accustomed to this rhythm, 911R, Lamborghini he does not wait. 

   "That's right, I can make the headquarters expedited, but it will take 2 months at the earliest." 

Zhang Yiyue said sincerely. 

   Qin Yu tapped his fingers on the table and looked at her without speaking. 

   "Then I will apply again." Zhang Yiyue hurried away. 

   "Qin Yu, what does that woman have to do with you?" Wen Yaxuan held back this question for a 

long time before finally speaking out. 

   As for why Jiang Xiaoshan didn't ask, because she knew Wen Yaxuan could not help it, so why 

bother. 

   "My previous Palamela was bought from her. It is an old customer, the normal relationship 

between the boss and the sales." Qin Yu responded with a smile. 

   "Cut, I don't think it is!" Wen Yaxuan pouted her mouth, looking badly in the direction where the 

other party disappeared. 

   She flies with Jiang Xiaoshan, but that is her sister. 

   Zhang Yiyue is a coquettish **** outside, how can they be comparable? 

   Qin Yu didn't explain, and let her guess there. 

   After a while, Zhang Yiyue came back, "Mr. Qin, 35 days, this is the fastest." 

   "If you don't require customization, you can get the goods in 10 days or 25 days!" Zhang Yiyue 

really tried his best and forced the manager to call the headquarters. 

   Why is the manager so happy and willing to make contact after busy? 

   One is that Qin Yu belongs to a VIP customer in the backstage of Porsche. 

   Besides, the Porsche Cayenne Turbo option he bought for Jiang Xiaoshan is worth doing. 

   1.6 million cars, almost 3 million was selected. 

   The second car came out like this. It earned more than the car sold. Can the manager neglect it? 

   He just neglects someone, and he won't neglect banknotes! 

   "35 days, I won't wait for one more day." Qin Yu motioned to her to make a contract. 

   "Okay, I must be watching every day." Zhang Yiyue happily went to get the contract, and today the 

order went smoothly. 



   The most important thing is to earn enough. The commission for matching and the commission for 

selling cars are not the same level. 

   Today's order sells at least three cars of the same level as her, and Zhang Yiyue feels even more 

enthusiastic when he thinks of Qin Yu's magnanimity. 

   "Mr. Qin, my colleague is already getting the contract. Would you like to test drive the new pure 

electric car from the car?" Zhang Yiyue looked at him a little nervously. 

   was rejected last time, but it made her depressed for a long time. 

   I am no worse than anyone else, and the goddess who was licked wherever he went. 

   How did he hit a wall here? 

   But the more I can't get it, the more I want it in my heart. 

   It was hard to get that energy down, but I didn't expect to meet him again today. 

   Handsome! 

   is so handsome! 

   No matter what angle he looks at, he is so handsome, even more handsome than the male **** he 

likes. 

   Zhang Yiyue is talking about movie stars, girls who don’t have a fantasy object yet. 

   However, from today onwards, Zhang Yiyue will have to imagine another object... 

   "taycan?" Qin Yu asked. 

   "Yes, the store only provides test drives for the best customers. This car is a new Porsche design. I 

think it's worth trying!" 

   Hearing that he didn't refuse on the spot, Zhang Yiyue's expression looked a little excited. 

   "Okay, let's take a look." Qin Yu got up and looked at Jiang Xiaoshan: "I'll be back later, you sign the 

contract first." 

   "Okay." Jiang Xiaoshan nodded in response. 

   Wen Yaxuan thought of getting up with an anxious expression, but Jiang Xiaoshan held it down and 

pulled her back to her seat. 

   "Shanshan, what are you doing?" Wen Yaxuan asked unhappy when they saw the two walking 

away. 

   "Don't be troublesome, Qin Yu doesn't like troublesome women." Jiang Xiaoshan's calm tone was 

as if she hadn't noticed that she was angry at all. 

   "But me, but she..." Wen Yaxuan pointed to herself, and then to the distance. 

   In the end, his shoulders sank and he lowered his head and lay on the table weakly. 



  …… 

   "Sister Qing, please get the taycan's car key!" Zhang Yiyue received the key from a colleague, and 

led Qin Yu to the backyard. 

   The car was parked in the parking lot of the maintenance zone at the back, and the eye-catching 

appearance made people unable to look away at the first glance. 

   "After widening the car body, the overall stability is stronger, and the power is stronger. Without 

reducing the internal space too much, the overall flow line becomes more artistic and fashionable..." 

   "Accelerating from 100 kilometers to 2.8 secondsThe only SUV with super running power is this." 

Zhang Yiyue proudly introduced him. 

   "Well, I have to try it before I know it." Qin Yu glanced at her neckline, expressing her meaning 

clearly. 

   Zhang Yiyue's heart beats, and he circulates to the co-pilot with joy: "Then let's try it now." 

  I am used to the violent beauty of machinery. The quietness of a pure electric car like taycan is very 

uncomfortable when it starts. There is a kind of ‘Is it going to start? ’Illusion. 

   slid silently to the outside of the 4S shop, the car was quiet and even the sound of breathing could 

be heard clearly. 

   As the car drove onto the test drive road, Zhang Yiyue's breathing became more and more rapid. 

   "Mr. Qin, please raise your hand, let me show you the special heating spa function of this car!" 

Zhang Yiyue bent over in front of the central control, raised his head and smiled. 

   "Is there any such function?" Qin Yu smiled playfully, and changed his right hand holding the 

steering wheel to his left hand. 

   "This is a private customized service that I personally provide only for you." Zhang Yiyue blinked 

charmingly, and buried his head under the seat looking for the switch button. 

   The search lasted 20 minutes. By the time she returned to the 4S shop, she had already let Qin Yu 

know what is the ultimate outsourcing service of a luxury brand. 

   Generally speaking, I am quite satisfied. 

Ding! 

   Before getting out of the car, Zhang Yiyue sighed against the palm of her hand, and then heard the 

phone beep. 

   took out his mobile phone and took a look. There was a 10,000 yuan transfer information on 

WeChat! 

   Looking at Qin Yu, who was walking forward outside the car, his face flushed with shame, 

annoyance, and became relieved and open-minded. 



   finally accepted his fate and took out a piece of gum, threw it into his mouth and chewed and 

followed. 

 Chapter 189: Buy luxury goods to give away luxury cars? 

Zhang Yiyue returned to the store to resume her capable work. 

After finishing all the formalities for Jiang Xiaoshan, Qin Yu swiped his card to pay. 

2.96 million, paid in full! 

"That's it, I will inform you in advance three days before the car arrives." 

"I will also give you regular feedback on the condition of the car in the later period." Zhang Yiyue put all 

the bills and procedures into the file bag and handed them to Qin Yu. 

A jade-like arm passed Qin Yu and took the lead in receiving the document. 

It's Jiang Xiaoshan. 

"Thank you, you have worked hard." He glanced at her arrogantly and walked out holding Qin Yu's arm. 

Qin Yu found it particularly interesting to see her deliberately high-cold gesture. 

"Next time you play, use your current attitude." The achievement of conquering the cold goddess will 

add a lot of extra fun to the game. 

"Mr. Qin, please wait a while." Zhang Yiyue suddenly chased it out. 

Jiang Xiaoshan was complacent, and the corners of her mouth sank again when she heard her voice. 

"Mr. Qin, our manager knows that you are in a hurry to use the car, and specially arranged a test drive in 

the store for you, so that you can use it before the new car comes back." 

Zhang Yiyue bowed to Jiang Xiaoshan and smiled and said, "Ms. Jiang, you can use it with confidence. 

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions about the vehicle." 

The opponent killed a carbine, and Jiang Xiaoshan's previous advantage was wiped out. 

However, the car still smells really good! 

Wen Yaxuan drove behind her POLO, and Qin Yu sat in the co-pilot and asked her to practice her hand in 

this car. 

The front is naturally Jiang Xiaoshan's Cayenne. 

Although it is a test drive, the car is in good condition. It seems that it has not been driven a few times. 

The appearance is not scratched, and it is as new as ever! 

After reaching the National Gold, both of them were overwhelmed with addiction, and only Qin Yu was 

relieved. 

The speed of 40 steps this way is boring! 

Entering the National Gold directly to LV, nothing else, this brand Yuge is the most familiar. 



"Are the spring new models available?" At this time, the spring and autumn models should have already 

been released. 

But only stores with a strong relationship can get the first batch of the latest models. 

National Gold's LV is this kind of store, all new spring products are available, no wonder there are so 

many people in the store. 

"Choose by yourself, ask the sales if you don't understand!" Qin Yu handed the two to the salesperson, 

and ran to the men's clothing section to see the men's models. 

Going around for a whole circle, took two T-shirts and a pair of white sneakers. 

Turning back to the women's clothing area, Jiang Xiaoshan and Wen Yaxuan are evaluating each other's 

clothes. 

The eyes of the two are completely different. Jiang Xiaoshan prefers to be glamorous and elegant, and 

the clothes she chooses are also in this style. 

Wearing it on her body made her repulsive temperament more aggressive. 

Wen Yaxuan tends to be warm, youthful and lively, giving people the same feeling as clothes, like spring 

breeze. 

"I've chosen." Jiang Xiaoshan pointed to the clothes on her body, expressing her satisfaction. 

Wen Yaxuan also happily pointed to her clothes: "Qin Yu, this one looks good." 

Only the clerk is still in a daze. What is the situation with this handsome guy and two beautiful women? 

? ? 

"Let's choose!" Seeing that the two people meant that this was enough, Qin Yu pointed to the 

windbreaker on the hanger: "Tell her to try." 

Qin Yu refers to Jiang Xiaoshan, and khaki is more suitable for her mature and **** style. 

The price is quite right, forty-nine! 

Then for Wen Yaxuan, I chose a few brightly colored skirts with different prints, outer and inner linings. 

The prices are in the range of 20,000 to 30,000, and the basic difference is not much. 

They belong to the same series, but the prints and colors are different. 

However, every piece of Wen Yaxuan looks good on it. 

In this way, she laughed and leaped in front of the camera, looked back and laughed, and the way she 

turned the skirt must be extraordinarily beautiful. 

After the two changed more than a dozen sets in succession, Qin Yu got up and said: "That's it, let's 

open the bill!" 

Although it is the first time, the consumption records and customer information can be seen in the 

background. 



Soon the manager came out to receive him personally and said that he would give some small gifts to 

the two ladies. 

The keychain and two card holders of different colors are not particularly expensive, but they are very 

good-minded. 

"Thank you." Qin Yu expressed his gratitude to the other party, and his heart for Guojin LV exceeded the 

Hengde store. 

If the store manager knows that the small gift he sent makes Qin Yu decide to visit this store more in the 

future, I'm afraid he will send a few more. 

"Hello, sir, you spent a total of 386,000 yuan." The salesman politely handed over the list. 

"Swipe the card, thank you." Passing the card to the other party, Qin Yu said silently, "Use the shopping 

crit cashback card 3*. ’ 

"Are you sure..." 

'confirm. ’ 

‘Congratulations, you get 100 times cash back for this purchase, the amount is 5,000,000 yuan. ’ 

‘The funds came from the Flamingo Fund and have now been transferred to a savings card...’ 

Not only did he not spend money on a shopping trip, but he was also wealthy after the money he had 

bought for the car came back. 

So, buy luxury goods to give away luxury cars? 

There is nothing wrong with this logic! 

"Sir, please keep your card." The salesman returned the card to Qin Yu. 

After receiving the card, carrying a large bag and small bag to go out, Jiang Xiaoshan also showed a 

happy smile on her face. 

Sure enough, shopping is the best way to keep women smiling. 

"Balenciaga." Jiang Xiaoshan suddenly stopped, a little unable to walk. 

Seeing her like this, Qin Yu immediately pulled her into it. 

"Welcome to Balenciaga." There is no face-slapped scene. One is that the level and quality of the current 

service staff has improved, and the other is that the LV handbags on their hands are very eye-catching. 

"Can I buy it?" Jiang Xiaoshan took Qin Yu's arm, eyes full of desire. 

For a woman who yearns for maturity and taste, a pair of Balenciaga high heels is a dream. 

"What stupid thing to say!" Qin Yu snapped her forehead, "As long as it is what you want, buy it all." 

For Yu brother, what can be solved with money is not a problem! 

Qin Yu saw Jiang Xiaoshan's contribution to him. 



Her character and strict self-discipline, high standard requirements, considerate and meticulous, and 

superb cooking skills. 

All these made Qin Yu more and more affectionate towards her. 

This is his treasure girl, let alone just want a pair of Balenciaga shoes. 

Just want to buy the entire Balenciaga family, the future is not impossible! 

Hearing his petting answer, Jiang Xiaoshan showed a rare bright smile, kissed his face, turned to the 

salesman and said, "Is there a metallicknife?" 

"Yes, ma'am, please wait a moment." The salesman smiled and turned to get the shoes. 

Flash, very flash. 

Especially under the lights in the store, the metallicknife silver pointed-toe shoes selected by Jiang 

Xiaoshan are about to flash blindly. 

What's more exaggerated is that not only the entire upper is very shiny, but also the sole is shiny with 

two pieces. 

"Wow, it's so good." Wen Yaxuan was planted. 

Although she never wears high heels, when she sees these shoes, she loves them instantly. 

Wen Yaxuan couldn't help choosing a pair of the same 8cm and just matching Jiang Xiaoshan's height. 

Then, daddy shoes, daddy shoes, daddy shoes. 

Jiang Xiaoshan chose the shop, but Wen Yaxuan bought the most. 

Metalknife's silver high-heeled shoes and five pairs of old shoes in different styles and colors are enough 

for her to wear for a while. 

"I'll just buy these two." Wen Yaxuan felt that she had bought a lot, carrying the metallicknife high heels 

and a pair of white old shoes, looking at Qin Yu cautiously. 

This is afraid that Qin Yu will be angry and that he will think that he is a woman who admires vanity. 

"Wrap it all up." First asked the salesman to take all the shoes away and pack, Qin Yu took out the bank 

card and gently scratched her nose. 

"As long as you like...remember, you never have to carefully disguise your preferences in front of me!" 

Touched tears filled her eyes, Wen Yaxuan still held back her tears. 

She shouldn't cry in the crowd, she is a little fairy! 

"Woo~Qin Yu, why are you being so good to me?" Wen Yaxuan asked with sobbing as she clutched his 

sleeves with two small hands. 

"Because I like you, fool!" Touching her head naturally, the warmth of her palms seemed to be 

transmitted to the heart through her body. 



Now, she seemed to understand a little bit why the lazy cat who was touched would be so happy every 

time. 

So comfortable! 

Two pairs of metallicknife, unit price: 9,600 yuan, a total of 19,200 yuan. 

The prices of the five pairs of old shoes are added together, for a total of 47,200 yuan. 

It's not enough to buy a small amount at LV before. 

Swipe the card happily, pay the bill, the load in the hand is a little bit more. 

Qin Yu asked them what else they wanted to buy, and both said they were satisfied. 

Holding Qin Yu's arms from left to right, followed him away from the IFC Department Store. 

In front of the door, the men passing by were all stupid. 

Two young ladies with super high looks and beautiful skin, holding the same man's arm at the same 

time. 

What is this situation? 

"Don't look, if you can afford what they are holding, you can also bring two." The young lady on the side 

of the road said to her boyfriend who turned her neck 180 degrees. 

"Don't be kidding, let's talk about how expensive those can be!" The boy involuntarily lowered the latter 

sentence in a low voice. 

"How expensive?" The girl said with a sarcasm and self-deprecating: "If you add them all together, it will 

cost you hundreds of thousands at the least. Can you afford it?" 

The boy froze for a moment, flushed and said, "If I can afford it, I still need to find you?" 

Lao Tzu is poor, but you are not much better. 

Besides, does anyone say that about your boyfriend? 

He can see it through, this woman doesn't love him at all. 

Snapped! 

"Scumbag, break up." The girl slapped him angrily. 

He is a beautiful little fairy, how dare he say that about himself? 

I forgot how low-pitched and responsive when I was pursuing me? 

Sure enough, men are not good things I don't know how to cherish them when I get the hands. 

‘Except for my male god! ’ 

Thinking of the male **** who had been carried away by the two girls before, a bright stream of light 

flashed in the girl's eyes. 



It would be nice if it was me who held the arm of the male god. 

"If you divide it, you really treat yourself as a fairy, and don't look at your acne-scarred face, I'm tui~" 

Maybe it was too hard to be oppressed in the past, this time it all broke out at once. 

"Get off." The little acne fairy pointed to the distance and turned her back to him. 

A trace of pain flashed in the boy's eyes, and finally he waved his hand abruptly and decisively left 

without looking back. 

The girl who had been waiting for a long time in the same place couldn't wait until the licking dog came 

back to apologize and couldn't help but look back in surprise. 

Look again... 

Huh, am I licking the dog? 

Chapter 190: 0 million followers 

 

The next day, One Seaview. 

When Qin Yu came back at noon, the little anchor was rare. 

Lie on the sofa holding the phone, shaking his two long legs... 

"What are you doing?" Qin Yu sat beside her, putting his hand on the back bridge naturally. 

"Yeah!" The little anchor who concentrated on typing was taken aback. 

After discovering that he was lying down again, he continued to show his two-finger Zen hand speed on 

the screen. 

"I'm replying to a fan message, boss, you are hot!" The little anchor said with a grin. 

"Notes?" Qin Yu asked. 

"Yes! I have more than one million fans on Music Notes, and half of them are female fans for you..." 

After asking for credit, the little anchor said proudly, "Are you happy?" 

"It's good if you are happy." He smiled and patted on the back bridge, with good flexibility. 

Qin Yu got up and greeted Wang Hong in the kitchen, "Sister Hong, come here." 

Sitting at the dining table, Qin Yu opened the handbag, took out a brand new bank card and gave it to 

her. 

"The salary card, the salary of last month and this month has already been entered, one hundred 

thousand." Qin Yu said calmly. 

Wang Hong smiled and said, "Boss, will it be too much?" 



The money is certainly not too much, the gesture is still necessary. 

"Cooking, cleaning, taking care of the family and taking care of the small anchor are not much." 

He is very satisfied with Wang Hong's performance, the salary is not too much. 

"Work hard and strive to reach one million yuan a year as soon as possible." Qin Yu is telling her that as 

long as she is doing well, money is indispensable. 

"I must do it well." Wang Hong's eyes raised frivolously. 

"What are you talking about?" The little anchor came over while typing. 

"Sister Hong will be paid with a salary of 50,000 yuan a month." Qin Yu took her to sit on a chair when 

she watched her typing only. 

"Well, then my salary here is set at 10,000." The little anchor meant to give her an assistant salary. 

"Sister Xiao Yu, Shao Qin gave a lot, I can't ask for it anymore." Wang Hong said quickly. 

Taking the monthly salary of 50,000 yuan is already a lot, including her "private overtime pay" in it, but 

this kind of thing must not be said in front of Cheng Xiyu. 

Take another salary from her... 

No matter how much, the money is a bit hot! 

"Sister Hong, you didn't let you take the money for nothing. I passed the ditch with Brother Zhuzi. Next 

week you will start part-time live streaming and selling goods." 

"The contract union is preparing, and the salary is guaranteed." The little anchor raised his head and 

said, "The money comes from the union, why don't you get it?" 

"Is it such a high guarantee for the cargo anchor?" Wang Hong was a little confused, wondering if he 

should believe what she said. 

"You are the one I brought, so you should be taller." 

Seeing that she was still worried, Cheng Xiyu put down her phone and asked amusedly: "The union still 

needs me somewhere." 

In fact, most of the money came from Cheng Xiyu himself, and the union's minimum basic salary was 

only 3,000 yuan. 

Even if it is someone brought by the little anchor, there will be no exceptions. 

"All these communications are done by you, so you can't agree with you, the current official?" 

"Sister Xiao Yu, I will do well without the money." 

"You two don't be polite, listen to Xi Yu, take the money." Qin Yu said in a final word. 

Although I don't know what idea the little anchor made, but with her financial fan energy, there must be 

a reason for her to be able to do this. 



Cheng Xiyu naturally has a reason. 

She wanted Wang Hong to always remember her goodness in her heart. 

No matter when, she must remember her care for her. 

In this way, when there is a need, she can stand on her side, consider and speak for herself. 

Do you really think that what happened to her and Qin Yu, do you know nothing? 

Cheng Xiyu just didn't say anything! 

A Wang Hong would not be regarded as a threat, but how many "Cheng Xiyu" outside are threats. 

"Boss, my team is almost formed, and the first filming will begin next month." Cheng Xiyu put down his 

phone and talked with him about the future filming plan. 

"How did you find it?" Qin Yu was a little curious, where did she find like-minded people. 

In fact, it is also an accidental opportunity to find a suitable candidate. 

Cheng Xiyu has been hanging around in a foodie forum, originally just discussing various foods with his 

bar friends. 

After accidentally mentioning that I was going to take photos of the characteristic cultural food from all 

over Xia Country, someone started to contact her. 

Ask her in detail about her plan and treatment. 

I learned that Cheng Xiyu would be responsible for the itinerary, food, clothing, shelter, transportation 

and other issues. 

And there is a salary to get, not just a hobby. 

The other party immediately said that they would like to join her team. 

The following news spread somehow, and more and more people came to sign up. 

Cheng Xiyu recorded the information, carefully screened and compared it, and jumped out the most 

useful person to the team. 

However, these people have an additional condition. 

Every time they go to a place, they have to taste the food they shoot. 

"A group of foodies?" Qin Yu really didn't expect that she would find such a team. 

"Don't underestimate the power of food. Among these people are tour guides, retired soldiers, senior 

photography enthusiasts, geography teachers and wild survivors." 

Cheng Xiyu raised her head triumphantly, and said, "Moreover, they all have deep research on food." 

"You are talking about eating!" Qin Yu asked amused. 

How can there be a dangerous illusion with such a large army of foodies coming together? 



"If you like to eat, you can find delicious food. Who knows more about eating than foodies?" Cheng Xiyu 

retorted unconvinced. 

Generally speaking, it may not be there, but if it is a real foodie, it may be unclear to ask him about 

other things. 

But if you ask what the local food is and what places are delicious, he is more reliable than navigation! 

"Yundian, start with the discovery of natural fungi." Cheng Xiyu said, swallowing her mouth. 

The video is to be filmed, and the food is also to be eaten. 

She has always wanted to go to Yundian to taste various mushrooms, especially the purest local 

mushroom hot pot. 

The Internet is always saying ‘a group of elves are in front of you,’ she also wants to experience it for 

herself. 

"What about you?" Qin Yu looked at Wang Hong. 

"Sister Xiao Yu and I will take care of her easily." Wang Hong responded. 

This time the small anchor will go for 15-25 days, and the specific itinerary will depend on the weather 

and local conditions. 

"Before the year-end peak game, I plan to go to two places and finish shooting." 

Cheng Xiyu has her own plan, which is very good. 

But Qin Yu still had to tell her not to put herself in danger. 

"Don't worry, I won't take risks." Cheng Xiyu lay down on the table very salty, "Enjoying food is not as 

important as life." 

Seeing her like a salted fish, Qin Yu was relieved. 

"By the way, Boss, Lixin Office has sent a new resume." Wang Hong remembered what Annie had sent 

before. 

"Get the rooftop, I'll watch it there." 

Lying on the lounge chair and looking at the new resume, Qin Yu quickly found two suitable candidates. 

The two have worked in the firm for more than ten years, and they are both cautious and cautious. 

The execution is very strong, but he lacks independent judgment and the courage and courage to take 

risks. 

However, in terms of data analysis and professionalism, it is still very level. 

"That's them." After deciding on the candidate, he called Annie. 

"Let them bring good things tomorrow morning and wait for me at the airport at 10 o'clock." After Qin 

Yu communicated with him, he told Wang Hong to pack his luggage. 



"How many days are you going to go this time?" The little anchor asked with his long legs stretched out 

and lying in his arms. 

"20 days should be enough." This time he is going to Yaodu, which will take longer. 

"That's just right, if the trip goes smoothly, I will be home when you come back." Cheng Xiyu said 

happily. 

"I'll talk about this later, is there a parting battle first?" Picking up the little anchor, Qin Yu rushed to the 

second floor in a stride. 

Only Wang Hong, who was a little envious in the living room, was thinking, "When will it be my turn?" ’ 

... 

The next day Qin Yu arrived at the club 20 minutes earlier. 

At the door, she just touched Shaman head-on, and the other side nodded to him indifferently. 

When outside, both of them will keep a certain distance! 

Even if they are seen by others, they will only be regarded as the same community, nodding 

acquaintances who meet by chance. 

Only today, Qin Yu suddenly changed his strategy. 

In Sha Man's puzzled eyes, she took her hand and ran towards the building door. 

Boom! 

Bumping open the door and pressing her body against the wall, Sha Man only felt that she was 

overwhelmed by the kiss. 

What the **** is this man up to? 

Why suddenly became so strong and hot, as if the burning sun was about to melt itself completely. 

 


